Data stream classification has drawn increasing attention from the data mining community in recent years, where a large number of stream classification models were proposed. However, most existing models were merely focused on mining from single-label data streams. Mining from multi-label data streams has not been fully addressed yet. On the other hand, although some recent work touched the multi-label stream mining problem, they never consider the expensive labeling cost issue, preventing them from real-world applications. To this end, we study, in this paper, a challenging problem that mining from multi-label data streams with limited labeling resource. Specifically, we propose an ensemblebased active learning framework to handle the large volume of stream data, expensive labeling cost and concept drifting problems on multi-label data streams. Experiments on both synthetic and real world data sets demonstrate the performance of the proposed method.
Introduction
Building advanced prediction models from data streams has attracted increasing attention in recent years, where many stream-oriented classification models have been proposed, such as the incremental learning models and ensemble learning models [14] [3] . Although these models vary from one to another, they all focus on mining from single-label data streams where each stream record has only one class label.
In many emerging applications, data streams take a new form of multi-label data where each stream record carries multiple class labels, and the ultimate goal is to accurately classify each stream record into multiple categories. For example, in the online news page classification task, since most Web pages carry multiple news topics (e.g. sports, weather and politics), it is necessary to design online multilabel classification models that can accurately classify each page into multiple topics (classes).
Multi-label classification has been studied in traditional database mining scenarios. An intuitive method is to decompose a complicated multi-label classification task into multiple single-label classification tasks using the one-against-all method [17] . However, this method cannot be directly applied to dynamic data streams where data continuously arrive and concept drifting makes the decision boundary change irregularly over time. On the other hand, although some recent work considered the problem of mining from multi-label streams [6] [7] [8] [18] , they never take the labeling cost into account, which prevents them from real-world applications.
In data stream classification, labeling stream data for model training is a challenging problem, as the number of stream records are unprecedentedly large and it is impractical to label all of them for model training. This challenge, unfortunately, is further aggravated in multi-label data streams where the labeling cost increases linearly with the number of class labels. For better understanding, let's see Example 1 below. Example 1. Consider a twitter message stream classification problem where the topics of the twitter messages continuously change with time. To timely capture new topic patterns underlying the messages, it is necessary to label a small portion of messages that can be used to adjust the current stream classification model. Table 1 shows the labeling time cost |T | and the labor cost (i.e., the number of labeling experts) |N| with respect to the number of class labels L. From the results, we can observe that the larger L is, the more costs are required from both |T | and |N|. In reality, twitter announced in 2009 that it received 1.4 × 10 8 messages per day. Thus, even if we label only 1% messages from the RCV1V2-Topic [23] data set, it would demand 150,208 labeling experts working eight hours per day ! To alleviate the labeling burden on data streams, many labeling-economical learning models were proposed for data stream mining recently. For example, the semi-supervised learning model [1] was proposed to build models from data streams with limited amount of labeled data; the active learning model [30] [28] [5] was proposed to selectively label a small portion of stream data for model training. In addition, many ensemble models [2] [4] were also proposed to combine multiple base models to further improve the performance. As a result, labeling cost can be significantly reduced without much accuracy drop.
Generally, ensemble-based active learning is more favorable than semi-supervised learning on data streams, because the former has better flexibility in setting the labeling threshold [14] . To enable ensemble-based active learning for multi-label stream classification, three challenges need to be addressed.
(1) How to design the ensemble framework for multilabel data stream classification. Previous chunk-based ensemble frameworks on single-label data streams does not work in multi-label streams where the class distribution is often imbalanced. For example, at the worst case, one or more class labels may not be even observed in a data chunk.
(2) How to select the most informative examples for labeling. Existing active learning methods often use uncertainbased sampling function [9] to measure the informativeness of examples. However, this sampling function is much more complicated in multi-label streams. The uncertainty can be introduced both by the label variance generated from the base classifiers in the ensemble, and by the version space [31] generated from the ensemble model itself.
(3) How to address the concept drifting problem in multi-label data streams. In multi-label data streams, the distribution of each class label may change with time independently.
Motivated by the challenges, we propose a new ensemble-based active learning framework. To solve the imbalanced class distribution problem, we design a label-base ensemble framework where each base classifier in the ensemble is built w.r.t. the class label. In this framework, we use a new Minimal Classifier Uncertainty (MCU) sampling function to select the informative examples. Moreover, to solve the concept drifting problem, we use a Maximum Posterior (MP) weighting schema to continuously update the weights of the ensemble model. Experiments validate the performance of our method.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the label-based ensemble framework. Section 3 describes the learning function of multi-label classification. Section 4 describes the active learning method. Section 5 discusses the ensemble weighting method. Section 6 reports experimental results. Section 7 surveys related work. We conclude the paper in Section 8.
Label-based Ensemble Framework for Multi-label Stream Classification
In this section, we introduce the label-based ensemble framework for multi-label stream classification. Consider a multi-label stream S with a label set L. Stream S consists of infinite data chunks, {D 1 , · · · , D n , · · · }, where each chunk D i has both labeled examples (denoted by L n ) and unlabeled examples (denoted by U n ).
In order to solve the multi-label classification, a simple method is to decompose the multi-label classification problem into a set of binary classification problems [13] [15] , where a set of binary classifiers {B 1,n , · · · , B l,n } are built from examples L n .
Existing ensemble frameworks on data streams are chunk-based [14] [22] , as shown in Fig. 1(a) . In these ensembles, a set of binary classifiers {B 1 n , · · · , B l n } built from the labeled examples L n are taken as base classifiers, and share the same weight. These chunk-based ensembles have two limitations for mining multi-label streams. First, binary classifiers built from the same L n share the same weight, which may worsen the performance of the ensemble. Second, if a class label l is not observed in a data chunk D, we are unable to build a binary classifier w.r.t. label l.
These two limitations motivate our new label-based ensemble framework as shown in Fig.1(b) . In our new ensemble, we build base classifiers w.r.t. class labels, instead of data chunks. Example 2 explains the new ensemble framework.
Example 2. In Fig. 1(b) , data chunk D n has three class labels {A, B, C}. Thus, three new binary classifiers can be built and added into the ensemble. For example, a new binary classifier w.r.t. the label A can be constructed (denoted by B A n ), and then added into the ensemble {E A }. When we apply the same operation to the other two class labels, we can observe that, for data chunk D n−k+1 , label B is missed, and thus {E B } cannot be built.
The label-based ensemble can avoid the imbalanced class distribution problem as shown in Example 2. Algorithm 1 summarizes the new ensemble framework. The algorithm mainly consists of two functions ActiveLearning and AdjustWeight. The former selects the most informative examples for labeling, and the latter adjusts the ensemble's weight to adapt to new concepts. 
Learning Function of The Label-based Ensemble Framework
In this section, we first derive the expected loss function of the ensemble learning framework, and then we discuss the objective function of the active learning and the dynamic weighting method. For each example 
is the prediction result of x. In addition, the loss function of the learning framework can be denoted as (E L (x, w), y). Let P(x) be the probability distribution of all the current stream records. Then, the expected loss of the classifiers can be described as in Eq. (3.1),
where E L (x, w) can be calculated by a weighted voting method as in Eq. (3.2),
On the other hand, it is difficult to estimate P(x) and P(y|x) in data streams due to concept drifting. We alternatively use all examples in chunk D to approximately infer the distribution of x. As a result, the expected loss of the ensemble classifier can be rewritten as in Eq. (3.3),
3.1 Sample Selection Using Active Learning Generally, the goal of active learning is to label examples that can minimize the loss of ensemble classifiers. This is tantamount to evaluating Eq. (3.4),
where L = L + D s , and D s * is the optimal solution.
Ensemble Weighting
Many weighting methods have been proposed for ensemble learning, an intuitive idea behind is that assigning heavy weight values to base classifiers that have high prediction accuracy on the test data. In our problem setting, we assume that each E l is independent, and thus independently assign a weight for each E l . By combining Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3), the objective function for adjusting weights can be formulated as in Eq. (3.5),
In order to solve Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.4), the genuine class labels of all examples need to be known a priori. However, this condition is hard to meet on data streams with large volume of stream data. In the following two sections, we introduce solutions for the above two learning objective functions.
Active Learning from Multi-label Data Streams
It is unable to label all stream records. Thus, we approximately calculate the expected loss function in Eq. (3.4) by actively selecting a limited amount of labeled examples. Our active learning method selects the most informative examples to continuously refine the class boundary by combining information both from the weights of the ensemble model and from concept drifting. Read a new chunk D n ; 3:
L n ←− Randomly labeling; 4:
while
for all l ∈ L do 7:
if l exists in L n then Classify U n label with E ; 13:
14:
for all l ∈ L do 16:
end for 18: end while
for all l ∈ L do 20:
Update each E l by removing the worst B l ∈ E l ; 22: end if 23: end for 24: end while 4.1 Approximate Actual Ensemble Boundary Ensemble uses a bunch of weak classifiers to construct a strong classifier. The impact of a base classifier in the ensemble is proportional to its weight. A classifier having higher prediction accuracy will be assigned a heavier weight. The active learning is to dynamically adjust the weight vector of each base classifier based on its prediction accuracy on data streams. Fig. 2(a) shows the relationship between the unlabeled examples and the binary classifiers in the ensemble. All the points represent the examples in the current data chunk. The dotted line C denotes the class boundary. B 1 , B 2 , B 3 are three binary classifiers in the classifier ensemble. We can observe that the ensemble classifier, after assigning proper weight vectors, well approximates to B.
Obviously, stream records that all the base classifiers in an ensemble assigns the same label does not provide useful information for identifying an accurate classification boundary. Thus, the uncertainty of an example w.r.t. different base classifiers can be used to adjust the weights of an classifier. This is equivalent to calculating the vote entropy [21] as in Eq. (4.6),
where V l is the size of classifier ensemble for label l, V l 1 (x) is the number of positive votes, and V l 0 (x) is the number of negative votes. Since an example has multiple labels, the vote entropy is the sum of entropies w.r.t. different labels.
A recent work [21] also shows that the larger the vote entropy an example has, the more information it carries to adjust the weight vector of the ensemble. After adding examples x, the decrease of expected loss of the ensemble classifier is proportional to its vote entropy as in Eq. (4.7), Version space denotes the area containing all latent class boundaries, which can be used to measure the degree of uncertainty of an ensemble model. Take Fig.2(c) for example. The red rectangles and green circles are the labeled examples, based on which all the dotted lines near the class boundary are latent boundaries. For binary-label classification, B L is used to denote the binary classifiers learnt from examples L. Accordingly, ν L is used to denote its version space. Next, after adding an example (x, y), the version space shrinks to ν L+x , under which we can better conjecture the genuine classification boundary. In the work [13] , they argued that the uncertainty of the classifier is proportional to the size of its version space. Thus, the uncertainty of a binary classifier on one class label can be approximated as in Eq. (4.8),
Theorem 4.1. By labeling an extra example x, the decrease of the multi-label classifier's version space R(x), can be approximated by
). Proof. By labeling an example x, the total version space decrease of the ensemble model can be calculated as:
If the new classifier in the ensemble captures the current concept, the expected loss of the ensemble classifier will be reduced as in Eq. (4.10),
Therefore, combining Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.10), we have Eq. (4.11),
where is a small positive number to guarantee that both items are positive. We can also define the "active learning score function" S(x) as in Eq.(4.12), (4.12)
Both the vote entropy and the version space decrease can be considered as the reduction of uncertainty of class boundary. Thus, we can minimize the ensemble classifiers' uncertainty by selecting examples using Eq. (4.13), Calculate the S(x) according to Eq.(4.13) ; 3: end for 4: Sort the scores of L U in decreasing order; 5: return first m examples with the largest score.
Adjust Weights Vectors for the Ensemble Model
Eq.(3.5) is the objective function to adjust the weight vectors. Obviously, we cannot get the genuine class labels of all examples. Thus, we alternatively calculate Eq.(3.5) based on the labeled examples L. However, the estimatedŵ from Eq.(3.5) may overfit L. To alleviate this problem, we use the Maximum Posterior (MP) method. Assume w obeys Gaussian distribution with µ = w * . A recent work [20] have shown that if data streams are stable and all base classifiers are independent, the optimal weight vector is (
Given examples x, the label y has a Gaussian distribution with µ = E(x, w ML ). Thus, we have, 
where θ = α/β is a regularization parameter, which can be decided by cross validation.
Algorithm 3 Adjust weight vectors
Input: (1) The genunie labels of the labeled examples. Y = {y i |i = 1, ..., m}; Output: The optimal weights vectorŵ.
3: while True do
4:
Calculate gradient:
Get the descent direction: j * ←− argmin j < f (w k ), u j >, u j : j th unit vector; 6: Calculate the step length:
Adjust w:
if w k − w k+1 ≤ then 9: break; 10:
end if 13: end while 14: return Outputŵ ←− w k ;
Coordinatewise gradient descent [29] method can be used to solve Eq. (5.17). The implementation is given in Algorithm 3. In this algorithm, the weight vectors are initialized to w * . At each loop, w is justified to the steepest direction with a proper step. The iteration is repeated until w converges.
As a result, by combining the above active learning and weighting methods, we can use the label-based ensemble framework in Algorithm 1 to solve the multi-label data stream classification problem.
Experiment
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method using both synthetic and real-world data sets. All the experiments were conducted on a Windows PC with 2.5GHz CPU and 3GB memory.
6.1 Benchmark Data RCV1-V2 text data sets [23] are popularly used as benchmark in text classification. The data set contains Reuter newswire stories organized by three independent label sets (topics, industries and regions). Each document is assigned at least one class label. Note that the RCV1-V2 text data were collected in time sequence, and thus has concept drifting problem.
TMC2007 data set [26] [32] (TMC) is from the 7th SIAM SDM conference. The original data set contains 28,596 aviation safety reports, labeled as one or more out of 22 problem types [26] .
IMDB data set [27] [33] contains 120,919 movie plot text summaries gathered from the Internet Movie Database. This data set is labeled as one or more classes out of 28 labels. The data set has an updated version used in [27] . Both TMC2007 and IMDB are static data sets.
Synthetic Data
The synthetic data set is generated by following the work [19] . Important parameters, such as the L, the dimensionality of x, label density and concept drifting degree, can be set manually.
The basic information of these data sets are listed in Table 3. 6.2 Measure Micro-Average F1 score method is used as the evaluation measure. It is also a popular evaluation method in text classification [13] . In our multi-label clas- 
where n is the total number of stream records, and y i is the genuine label vector of the i th data example. y j i = 1 denotes that the example belongs to category j; otherwise y j i =0.ŷ i is the predicted label vector.
Benchmark Methods
We compare our active learning (AL) method with other three learning methods, Random AL. In this method, we randomly select examples from the unlabeled stream records for labeling. Maximal Vote Entropy (MVE) AL. This active learning method selects examples having the largest vote entropy defined in Eq. (4.6). This method was proposed in the work [11] . Note that MVE only considers conflicts between base classifiers in the ensemble. Maximal Version Space Reduction (MVSR) AL This active learning method selects examples that significantly reduce the version space. This method was proposed in the work [24] . The work [13] adopts this method for multi-label classification on static data.
To validate the superiority of the proposed label-based ensemble framework (LBEF), we compare it with the following models: Chunk-based Ensemble (CBEF) In this framework, classifiers built from the same data chunk share the same weight. Such an ensemble framework is widely used in single-label data streams where the imbalanced data distribution problem can be neglected. IBR Dynamic Ensemble (IDE) This method was proposed in the work [6] . It differs from our method. It always removes the oldest base classifier from the ensemble when updating. In contrast, we use the weighting method to assign weights for each base classifier when updating. Multi-label Hoeffding Tree (MLHT) The method was proposed in [7] . It originates from C4.5, having a new definition of entropy for information gain computation and multi-label classifiers at the leaves. MLHT is an incremental model. Multiple Windows (MW) This method was proposed in the work [8] , where KNN is used as the basic learning algorithm.
Experimental Results
We will first select the optimal parameters from the given data sets, and then we will conduct comparisons among differen algorithms.
Parameter Analysis
We study four parameters: chunk size c, sampling size m, learning rate η and θ in MP.
Sensitivity w.r.t. chunk size c Table 4 shows the results w.r.t. parameter c. We can observe that our method performs the best when chunk size c is very large. Moreover, when we increase the chunk size, the improvement becomes marginal. We can also observe that the improvement on the static data is more significant than on concept drifting data. This is because the distribution changes heavily in a data chunk when c is very large. Sensitivity w.r.t. sampling size m Table 5 reports the performance w.r.t. sampling size. We can observe that the results are almost the same under different m values. Small m has marginal benefit. Thus, we set m very large to reduce training cost. Sensitivity w.r.t. learning rate η Table 6 reports the results w.r.t. different learning rates η. Obviously, the score of our algorithm is proportional to η. However, when η is above 0.3, the improvement is insignificant. Sensitivity w.r.t. parameter θ Table 7 reports the results w.r.t. parameter θ. We can observe that on the SYN data set, the best θ value should be 0.1, while on the static data sets, such as the SMC2007 and IMDB data, the optimal θ value should be around 10. Thus, we can conclude that for concept-drifting data streams, θ should be small. Comparison among active learning methods Fig.3 shows comparisons among the three active learning methods. We have the following observations. Generally, random sampling method always performs the worst. This is because most examples cannot offer useful information for model training or updating. In the synthetic data sets with heavy concept drifting, the results generated from MVE and MVSR are quite different, and they both perform worse than the MUC method. On the other hand, in data sets without concept drifting, the difference among the three models are insignificant. This is because when the concept drifts heavily, the results in Fig.2 will be the general situation. So examples selected by MVE and MVSR will be quite different. Under concept drifting, classifiers built on the current data sets are more accurate. This explains why MVSR performs better than MVE. On the other hand, in static data sets, examples that reduce the most version space will incur the largest vote entropy between ensemble classifiers. As a result, MVE and MVSR are likely to select the same training examples. In comparison, MUC considers both the two factors. That is why MUC often performs the best.
Comparison among multi-label stream classification methods Table 8 shows comparisons among the multi-label stream classification methods. We can observe that our labelbased ensemble usually performs the best. From the results, we can also conclude that:
First, compared to traditional ensemble framework, our method is more advantageous, especially when there is concept drifting. This is because updating each class's ensemble independently can preserve the best classifier for each label.
Second, dynamic classifier ensemble of binary classifier(DEC) [6] yields satisfactory results even under traditional framework. This motivates to integrate the improved binary classifier into our framework.
Third, the multi-label hoeffding tree performs moderately under the imbalanced labeling situation. Multi-window approach is a special design to handle label imbalance problem. As most multi-label data stream are imbalanced, the multi-window method may perform better than our method. However, this method is incompatible to the active learning method.
In conclusion, our method performs better than the other three from the following four viewpoints: (1) it better solves the concept drift problem; (2) it better avoids the over-fitting problem; (3) it better solves the label imbalance problem; and (4) it significantly reduces the labeling cost.
Related Work
Our work is related to multi-label stream classification and active learning.
For multi-label classification, one of the most popular methods is the binary relevance method (BR) proposed [17] . BR transforms a multi-label problem into multiple binary problems. Each binary classifier is constructed w.r.t. a single label. A limitation of BR is that it seldom considers the label correlation problem [12] . Another important method [6] is to use the prediction results of some base classifier in the ensemble as the training features of the remaining base classifiers. In our work, we use this method as our basic binary-classification model.
In multi-label data stream classification, Read [7] proposed a multi-label hoeffding tres with multi-label classifiers at the leaves. Compared to the incremental model, ensemble model has several advantages. First, it can be incorporated into any binary classification algorithm. Second, it can handle new classes easier. Spyromitros [8] proposed a multiwindow approach to handle concept drift and skewed data distribution. The problem is that, as an example-based classification model, the memory consumption may become very huge.
Active learning is a powerful tool to reduce labeling cost. According to the sampling function, existing active learning models fall into three categories: (1) uncertaintybased sampling [9] , (2) expected-error reduction sampling [10] , and (3) committee-based sampling [11] . Brinker [12] decomposed the multi-label classification problem into several binary ones using one-versus-all approach, where the objective is to minimize the smallest SVM margin among all binary classification problems. This method selects unlabeled data having the maximum mean loss value over the predicted classes. This method does not consider the multilabel information. Another work [13] uses logistic regression that can take the correlation of class labels into account. It uses the Maximal Confidence as the selection criteria. However, none of these works consider the multi-label active learning in stream environment, which is the main contribution of our work.
Conclusions
In this work, we have studied the problem of building classification models from multi-label data streams. The main challenges are large volumes of multi-label stream data, expensive labeling cost and concept drifting. To address these challenges simultaneously, we have proposed an ensemble-based active learning framework. Empirical results on both synthetic and real-world data streams have demonstrated its effectiveness.
The contribution of the paper is threefold: (1) we customize a label-based ensemble framework to handle the imbalanced class distribution problem on multi-label streams, (2) we propose a new uncertainty-based active learning method to reduce the labeling cost on multi-label streams, and (3) we design a new MP weighting schema on multilabel data streams that can alleviate both concept drifting and model over-fitting problems.
